
Workshop evaluation     New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 2008 
Part II compilation, followed by Part I 
 
Write out neatly a synthetic statement (1 or 2 paragraphs) evaluating this workshop.  (You might build 
on/build in your comments from Part I.)  Please make comments both to help us develop the workshop 
in the future and to enable some third party appreciate the workshop’s strengths and weaknesses.  
(Imagine a reader who may not be willing to wade through all the notes on the other side, but who wants 
to see more than averages from a "1-5" numerical evaluation.) 
 
1. This workshop will be invaluable for my academic work and teaching.  It made me realize I have an 
academic community I never knew existed.   I feel I now know 13 other people I can go to for advice, 
encouragement, teaching help, ideas, collaboration, anything.  I am going to grow and evolve as an 
academic and a teacher as a result of these four days.  I really had no idea what to expect to get out of 
this, but any expectation I MAY have had has been far, far exceeded.  I am going away with knowledge, 
tools, approaches, and contacts that will improve the way I work and teach. 
 
For those of us working in the spaces between disciplines, especially the spaces between science and 
other disciplines, this kind of intellectual community is invaluable.  We are like lost sheep roaming the 
wilderness, and now I have my flock.  I can’t say enough about this experience. 
 
I don’t know if I will try to make my own workshop, but I would definitely volunteer to help run this if 
Peter ever tires of it.  I doubt I could ever do as good a job, but if needed I will participate in any way I 
can (including seeking more funding) to make sure this keeps happening every year. 
 
Thanks SO MUCH,  
AMY LESEN 
 
2. I am reminded of the Prologue to Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit in trying to answer this question: 
the answer to the question about the benefits of NewSSC is to be discovered not in something one can 
express in a paragraph of evaluation or chapter of a future book, but the benefit is to be lived into reality, 
a PROCESS through which one must personally pass, to understand its method, function, benefits, 
brilliance. 
 
One comes, one struggles to understand what is/will be happening, one anticipates, explores, interacts, 
listens, listens, listens, finds one has learned to listen well, finds one hears others differently now, relates 
more "hearkeningly" to others. The various activities do not simply build connections with others, but 
they necessitate the discovery of the identity of others through their own self-articulations. But since 
those articulations follow their own path, one sees them not as simple reports of some static truth but as 
new explorations of self, in each case. Then one discovers this has happened to oneself as much as to 
others-one discovers oneself anew in the surprising revelations that emerge in the process of self-
revelation. Ultimately, I believe we have all come to embrace, not only ourselves and each other, but the 
process! And I believe too that we all are in silent agreement that we depart better persons for the 
experience, refreshed from the supportive net of the community that has held us fast during this perilous 
self-discovery. Oh, and then!... one begins immediately to hatch plans for helping others to feel this 
same wonderful way. 
 
Thank you so very much for including me in this wonderful experience! 
 



3. I enjoyed the workshop very much. Participating the second time, I was able to concentrate more on 
specific details and was not as overwhelmed by the wealth of methods, processes, and group 
interactions. For me the process of group interaction is very important and the methods were intensified 
for me by taking part a second time. This workshop was less focused thematically than the first one, 
which I attended. I liked both forms: the more generic form of teaching and outreach as well as the more 
theme-centered one. But I think, not all workshops should be generic. Alternating will be productive. It 
is productive that some of the participants are new and some already were experienced with this format. 
 
I appreciate very much the possibility to have a common space for thinking social interaction – the 
continuation of both, together with a not too short duration is the real productive thing, beyond having 
more detailed cognitive, scientific input. Of the methods I especially valued the dialogue process this 
time. It would be good to have a little more time (2-3 hours) for non-planned things (like Thursday 
afternoon). 
 
4. This workshop model is something I would like to continue to engage in at various points throughout 
my academic career. It’s something that is difficult to fully comprehend at the first go, and having come 
a second time, I am learning more and more how I can better integrate these techniques into my own 
work and pedagogy.  The strength of a workshop like this seems to really depend on the mix of people 
participating in it. This (the 5th) year’s workshop group seemed exceptionally well tuned to each and this 
is no small accomplishment, and it speaks a good deal to the connections of the organizers.  
 
I think there needs to be a more explicit effort towards increasing the diversity of participants. This 
would most likely be accomplished by holding this workshop in a different location, such as New 
Orleans. If the idea is to engage boundaries, we need to be sure they are reflected in the participants as 
well.  
 
There could be improvements and minor tweaks in a variety of places, such as including a free-writing 
reflection after each office hour session. I have great conversations then need to run off to the next 
person, which is fine, except I have no time to jot down the notes of all the great things I heard. Then, I 
go on to the next person, which, by the third person, makes a jumble of it. Perhaps we could do office 
hours over three days, but only do two at a time, with the reflections?  I am not so interested in having 
time to center or meditate, but we do a LOT of listening, which is great, but it requires little time for 
reflection. More free writing would be helpful, and it seems we did quite a bit more of it last year.  
 
Overall, I sincerely hope I can continue to do these workshops in some capacity or another. However, 
the torch needs to be passed as I think Peter has done an absolutely fantastic job of putting these 
together, but I think he could use a break and just be a participant. Thank you for the wonderful 
experience!! 
 
5. The primary strength of this workshop was in bringing together diverse people from diverse yet 
intersecting fields and allowing them to exchange expertise and to share inspiration and support for 
innovative educational/activist efforts.  The format of the workshop is itself a model to replicate:  as 
Marshall McLuhan has famously noted, "the medium is the message."  Accordingly, its impact seems 
very difficult to evaluate fully and effectively, as it involves examining methodological shifts and 
perhaps subtle rearrangements in infrastructure or organizational relationships at multiple locations 
following the workshop itself.  These "products" are not documented on paper. 
 
The prime weakness, as I see it (and quite possibly i[s] an exception to the common perspective), was 
the lack of "work" in a "workshop" (my concept of work being focused narrowly on development of a 



concrete product and plan, rather than a shift or transformation of attitudes or imagined possibilities).  I 
see evaluation in terms of observable benefits and deficits and applicable contexts more than perceived 
"connections." 
 
This workshop provided a strong model in its use of "office hours" -- formalizing the casual, intimate 
interactions that happen elsewhere at conferences in coffeehouses, pubs and the corners of a hotel 
between formal scholarly presentations.  One could amplify the value of this element by providing time 
afterwards for consolidating the information gleaned and focusing it in work on a particular project 
(envisioning, planning, expanding, revising). 
 
The workshop provides a strong model for cross-disciplinary interaction.  However, it could benefit 
from being more explicit about articulating each of those perspectives before negotiating their 
interaction. 
 
The workshop is a strong model for reflective practice at many levels.  However, it could benefit from 
working on only one level (or perspective) of reflection at a given time, working only gradually from the 
concrete and particular to the more abstract and general -- possibly deepening over the course of several 
days. 
 
The workshop format will benefit from an explicit model of leadership/facilitation skills showing how to 
alternate deftly between centralized control and focus, on the one hand, and distributed authority and 
unrestricted scope on the other.  (This workshop seemed to suffer from lack of temporary centralized 
authority when needed for clarity of group cohesiveness and focal purpose.)  That is, decentralization 
was sometimes chaotic, not enriching, while when more focused at other times, quite fruitful. 
 
6. This workshop introduced me to a wonderful range of new techniques for facilitating deeply 
satisfying group processes, creating cohesion, mutual understanding, lasting bonds and transformative 
learning. I would strongly recommend it for dedicated educators seeking to make their teaching practice 
stronger and more emancipatory, especially those dealing with social aspects of science and 
technologies. 
 
7. This year I have enjoyed in a very particular way the things I used to consider the “details.” Probably 
because I was not so available after workshop hours to think specifically on activities to develop, the 
“regular” parts of the workshop assumed a very different and much more structuring dimension in my 
representation of the workshop. This is to say how well organized and thought out it is. Sometimes this 
may lead you to “naturalize” what is a collective process. I think the model is a very good one, and it 
enables one to develop in very different ways, depending on the group. 
 
 
8. The workshop more than met with my expectations. I thought that the Dialogue exercise was very 
helpful for setting the bar at the beginning. “Office Hours” allowed for focused conversations with 
members – I was able to benefit a great deal from this exercise. The activities went well because the 
various groups were allowed a large amount of creative space for experiment. 
 
9. This workshop was a very valuable experience, which helped me to develop my understanding of the 
wealth of collaboration and participatory forms of producing new knowledge, both intuitively and from 
the point of view of the development of adequate[?] procedures. Autobiographical presentations, office 
hours, collective exercises and dialogue processes provided a broad and very effective repertoire for 
exploring both the meditative and methodological aspects of the topics dealt with. 



 
I was particularly appreciative of the way the workshop provides a challenging and nurturing 
environment for the free experimentation of innovative work of enjoying and collaborating for new 
forms of generating knowledge. 
 
10. 
 
11. The 2008 Workshop was especially valuable for me because I was able to observe the responses of 
individuals who were unfamiliar with its exercises in comparison with those of Workshop veterans.  
Most of the new attendees seemed a bit disoriented at first, but certainly gained quickly from the 
activities.  The energy level of all attendees was remarkable given our considerable duties as professors 
and researchers and the fact that most of us squeezed in our Workshop attendance between difficult parts 
of our respective semesters.   In my conversations with Workshop veterans (and in their 
autobiographical reports) I noted how much they benefited over time from the Workshops.  All of the 
veterans were proceeding with incredible energy and resilience in their careers, which they credited in 
large part to the inspiration and support they received from the Workshop.  As online education takes 
over many of our duties as faculty members, intense workshops of the kind that Peter Taylor has 
designed should be utilized to replenish our enthusiasm for teaching and remind us of what our fellow 
educators can provide us in terms of support.  As a business school teacher, I would certainly 
recommend that Peter Taylor "franchise" the nicely-crafted Workshop notions. 
 
12. Strengthen the workshop with a sharper focus at the gate—participants could submit better readings 
and think about presentations. The “take away” stuff is on the wiki and that will be real good. 
 
13. 
 



1 Workshop evaluation     New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 2008 
Part I -- The primary goal of here is to make notes as prep. for Part II (=a synthetic 
statement).  
1. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could 
you have proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again?  What have 
been your major personal obstacles to taking more from this workshop? 
 
I achieved my personal goals and then some!  This workshop far exceeded all my expectations.  I 
wouldn’t do much else differently except I would prepare better in terms of actually reading 
everyone’s homework/inspirational readings and also bringing something with me to read for 
“bedtime” reading. 
I found the wiki setup to be very user-unfriendly (I’ve used other wikis, but did not like the look, 
organization or feel of this one), and therefore I didn’t use it much before the workshop, but now 
that I’ve been here I feel much more comfortable with the wiki. 
 
I don’t think I encountered any major obstacles in taking a HUGE amount from this workshop. 
 
1b. What have you learned about making an experimental, “interaction-intensive workshop 
stimulating and productive?  What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants 
about how to get the most from a workshop like this? 
 
I leaned a HUGE amount about running workshops here.  A) Activities are good and necessary!  
You can’t just expect to have everyone sit around and talk.  I found activities such as the 
dialogue to be AMAZING.  B) It was clear at the workshop, in general, how much time and 
effort and thought went into it, it wasn’t just something thrown together.  It was crafted like a 
VERY well-planned course. 
 
In terms of preparation advice, I would just advise to do what I myself plan to do next time:  do 
all the homework and read the wiki before.  
 
1c. What are some things you have you learned about " Teaching and engaging across 
boundaries " 
 
Theater of the oppressed! 
 
Dialogue activity! 
 
Challenge your assumptions! 
  
 
2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectations?  How did 
your attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days?  How do you think the 
workshop could be improved?   What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)?  
How does it compare with other workshops?  What would be your overall recommendation to 
prospective participants? 
 



I have never really been involved with a small, intense, workshop like this before, and I must say 
it works MUCH better for me than a typical professional conference.  I love this format, and I 
think this is a self-selecting, self-organizing group of amazing individuals.  I really have no 
negative comments whatsoever.  I would highly recommend this workshop to ANYONE who is 
willing to work hard, think hard, and be really engaged over four days.  It was invaluable and 
will change my work and teaching forever.  I LOVE the setting: I asked Peter in the car on the 
way up about the choice to do it in Woods Hole, and I agree it is a GREAT setting because it 
really does allow you to only focus on the workshop.  There isn’t much to do in Woods Hole and 
it’s perfect for this type of thing:  if we were in a big city with lots of distractions, it would have 
been much harder to focus.  Next year I would love to invite everyone to New Orleans, I bet we 
could find a great setting there! 
 
 3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).  Comment on how well 
the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions about how these 
could be better met: 
 

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facilitate discussion, 
teaching innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty and graduate students who teach and 
write about interactions between scientific developments and social change. 
Specific objectives of NewSSC 
1. To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the 
participants' current disciplinary and academic boundaries. YES, this was absolutely 
accomplished. 
2. To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects 
of the issue at hand in constructive ways. YES, this was absolutely accomplished. 
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered 
teaching, workshops, and collaboration. YES, this was absolutely accomplished. 
4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted 
by participants. YES, this was absolutely accomplished. 
[The issue at hand in ‘08=} “learning from and advancing our efforts to produce new curriculum or 
outreach activities based on those workshops and to use them in our 'teaching and engaging across 
boundaries.'"] 
I know I will definitely be able to use the tools I learned here both in academic 
and intellectual work and collaboration and in my teaching. 



2 Workshop evaluation     New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 2008 
Part I -- The primary goal of here is to make notes as prep. for Part II (=a synthetic 
statement).  
1. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could 
you have proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again?  What have 
been your major personal obstacles to taking more from this workshop? 
I hoped for (though cannot say “expected”) the workshop to be a “retreat.” It was this—and so 
much more for me! 
I was utterly lost, did not know what we were here “to achieve” or “produce”…and it took me 3 
days to become comfortable with this lack of direction…and then learn to love it! 
  
 
 
1b. What have you learned about making an experimental, “interaction-intensive workshop 
stimulating and productive?  What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants 
about how to get the most from a workshop like this? 
 
Just a word or two more about direction IF ONLY to say “self-organizing workshop”…we will 
see what will emerge!. Since some members were veterans, and others new,,,I assumed my own 
ignorance rather than assuming that there WAS no plan! 
 
 
 
1c. What are some things you have you learned about " Teaching and engaging across 
boundaries " 
 
I learned that the teaching ‘envelope” can be pushed beyond all boundaries of exploration. Only 
decency and time constrains us! 
 
 
 
2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectations?  How did 
your attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days?  How do you think the 
workshop could be improved?   What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)?  
How does it compare with other workshops?  What would be your overall recommendation to 
prospective participants? 
 
 
The workshop FAR exceeded my expectations.. I learned that one could become intimately 
connected with strangers in a short number of hours, rather than months or years, if we actively 
seek out that connection through certain strategies of engagement. I also learned that excellent 
communication techniques are best modeled through dialogue rather than through a list of rules.



3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).  Comment on how well 
the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions about how these 
could be better met: 
 

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facilitate discussion, 
teaching innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty and graduate students who teach and 
write about interactions between scientific developments and social change. 
Specific objectives of NewSSC 
1. To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the 
participants' current disciplinary and academic boundaries.  
2. To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects 
of the issue at hand in constructive ways. 
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered 
teaching, workshops, and collaboration. 
4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted 
by participants. 
[The issue at hand in ‘08=} “learning from and advancing our efforts to produce new curriculum or 
outreach activities based on those workshops and to use them in our 'teaching and engaging across 
boundaries.'"] 

 
met and exceeded. But these goals do not say enough. I am neither a scientist nor a sociologist 
but was very much at home in this workshop; I learned about my boundaries and that my idea of 
boundaries was largely self-imposed. 
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NewssC organizes innovat ive,  in teract ion- intensive workshops designed to fac i l i ta te d iscussion,  teachinginnovat ion,  and longer- term col laborat ion among facul ty  and graduate students who teach and wr i te  aboutinteract ions between sc ient i f ic  developments and socia i  chanie.
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1'  To promote the socia l  contextual izat ion of  sc ience in educat ion and other  act iv i t ies beyond the par t ic ipants,
current  d isc ip l inary and academic boundar ies.
2 '  To fac i l i ta te par t ic ipants connect ing theoret ica l ,  pedagogical ,  pract ica l ,  pol i t ica l ,  and personal  aspects of  theissue at  hand in construct ive ways.
3 '  To t ra in novice and exper ienced scholars in  process /  par t ic ipat ion sk i l ls  va luable in  act iv i ty-centered
teaching,  workshops,  and col laborat ion.
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Workshop evaluation
Part l  -- The prima

New England workshop on science and sociar change 200g
rt II (=a syn-thetic statement

I achieved my goals of listening well, and attempting to connect as directly as possible with as many
participants as possibl.e. I was able to get some of my own interests addressed and got a head start on aproject t will be working on in the coming months looking at values implicit in thJunderstanding of
GHG footprints. Next time I would like to have some moie time to prepare. For me, these workshops
come right before the last week of classes, so I tend to feel quite unirepared. Thus, t would have done
more to prepare. My major personal obstacles to taking more from this workshop are still based in
having more patience. I tend to be a very solitary p.rrJn, so this kind of intensive group work is always
a bit extractive for me and it takes *. ror. time to transition into my comfort zone.

I learned that it is quite important to keep instru-ctions simple. Keeping instructions simple is key
because complex, theoretical, or abstract sets of instructions can really take more time to understand
than the allotted time for any given exercise. This goes for group created activities as well as for the
workshop as a whole. Inevitably participants will undermine your assumptions in any given exercise that
you may design, and participants are creative enough to fill in the spaces as much as possible My advice
would be to just be open to the situation, you will inevitably get a lot from the experience. Listen and
participate with a beginner's mind. This is something I would recommend to old and new participants,
not iust the newbies.

I learned the usefulness of the theater scenarios. I find listening is something we rarely, if ever, teach
Dialogue is wonderful for this. I'm less certain, however, as to what exactly-constitutes a boundary.

ffiproceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? Wh-at have been your major
^ ^ r - ^ - ^ f  ^ L ^ . ^ ^ l  ^ -  r -  .  |  1obstacles to taking more from this workshoo?

1b'Whathaveyoulearnedaboutmakinganexperimenta-Jnte.uction-int.@
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshop like this?

Again, I try not to have explicit expectations for most anything. I find it much more interesting that way.
My attitude changed less in relationship to the workshop, but it did change in relationship to tte all of
the participants. I found myself comparing this to the previous workshop-and quite enjoyed this group.
The workshop could be improved by having more silent moments. By the end, I was tired of 1istening to
people. This group was exceptionally special I only went the 4tr'and 5'h year and I liked this workshop
because it had fewer "frivolous" activities which I thought was the case iast time. For prospective



participants, I would highly recommend this. I feel these sorts of workshops are quite self-selective, but
I wouldn't try to "market" it to a wider audience.

3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus). Comment on how well the
goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions about how these could be
better met:

NewSSC organizes innovat ive,  in teract ion- intensive workshops designed to fac i l i ta te d iscussron,
innovat ion,  and longer- term col laborat ion among facul ty  and graduate students who teacn and
interact ions between sc ient i f ic  developments and socia l  chanqe.
Specific objectives of NewSSC

1. To promote the socia l  contextual izat ion of  sc ience in educat ion and other  act iv i t ies oevono
current  d isc ip l inary and academic boundanes.

teaching
wrte about

the par t ic ipants

This was more an impl ic i t  component  of  workshop par t ic ipants,  as opposed to being so expl ic i t ly  designed
wi th in the workshoo.

2 '  To fac i l i ta te par t ic ipants connect ing theoret ica l ,  pedagogical ,  pract ica l ,  pol i t ica l ,  and personal  aspects of  the
issue at  hand in construct ive wavs.

I  th ink these workshops real ly  begin more f rom the personal ,  and extend into the theoret ica l ,  pract ica l ,  and
pol i t ica l ,  and resul t  in  pedagogical  innovat ions.  In  th is  regard,  I  th ink r t  does a very good 1ob of  br inging the
personal into conjunction with these other aspects.

3.  To t ra in novice and exper ienced scholars in  process /  par t ic ipat ion sk i l ls  va luable in  act iv i tv-centered
teaching,  workshops,  and col laborat ion.

This has cer ta in ly  been the case for  me.  l real ly  had very l i t t le  opportuni ty  to learn par t ic ipat ion sk i l ls ,  even
though I  was widely read across par t ic ipatory design and PPGIS.

4.  To provide a workshop model  that  can be repeated,  evolve in  response to evaluat ions,  and adapted by
part ic ipants.

[The  i ssue  a t  hand  i n ' 08= ]  " l ea rn ing  f rom and  advanc ing  ou r  e f f o r t s  t o  p roduce  new cu r r i cu lum o r  ou t reach
ac t i v i t i es  based  on  those  workshops  and  to  use  them in  ou r ' t each ing  and  engag ing  ac ross  bounda r i es . " ' l

This  is  a very excel lent  model  to  work f rom. For  par t ic ipants who have not  " run the gamut"  of  d i f ferent
exerc ises that  could be used in c lasses,  i t  would be helpfu l  to  know or  have access to a handbook of  d i f ferent
exe rc i ses ,  so  t hey  know wha t  e l se  i s  ou t  t he re .



Workshop evaluation
Part I -- The nrima

I was hoping to use feedback & available time to develop my project (curriculum module) further. I was----  --- ' - )

1ll:, 
t:.t* plentiful,fel{uact.an! comments but there was noiad.quui" time for updating and writivL 4uvgu4lf, ruutr lur upqaullg anq wTllmg

while it was all fresh. Nevertheless, I was able to help launch a paiallel activity for anotiler participar
/  A L . ^ \ lclpant(-a hrs.).

"Office hours" following introductory biographies were very helpful for formalizing what might happen
over lunch or beer -- but does not always occur with full schedules.

' It helps when leadership roles are clear, even if the leadership is quite open and encourages
participation.
' It helps to have clarity in activity objectives for them to be scaled appropriately to available time, and
to be addressed in successive stages when there are several layers of .o-pt.*ity or reflection.

i  tc'  wnat are some thtngs you have you learned about " Teachinp, and engaging acroi@

That the foreignness of ttis concept is far more widespread -and apparently liberating- than I
imagined.

Very few expectations. Limts noted in la.
100% engagement is too exhausting, I discovered. One must be selective and recede from some
activities in such a full, active schedule.

l .Startwi thasel f -evaluat ion: In*hut*ay'didlouachG. ' ,eyourperSonatgol f f i
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? Wh"at have been your major

rsonal obstacles to taking more from this workshon?

1b. What have you learned about making d
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshop like this?

2. General evaluation: How did the workshop me
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? tiow do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positiv.yZ Uo* does it compare with
�rallrecommendationtoprospectiveparticipants?



3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus). Comment on how well the
goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions about how these could be
better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facil i tate discussion, teaching
innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty and graduate students who teach and write about
interactions between scientif ic developments and social chanoe.
Specific objectives of NewSSC

1. To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activit ies beyond the participants'
current disciplinary and academic boundaries.

I  found this envtsioned, but not concretelv enacted and evaluated "ir i  real t ime"
during the workshop time.

2. To facil i tate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, polit ical, and personal aspects of the
issue at hand in constructive ways.

oK.

3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skil ls valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration.

I did not find that this was more valuable than many standard workshops at home
institutions led by Centers for Teachrng and Learning (or some such) -- but the
effect ot1 younger faculty/ teachers seemed quite definite.

4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted by
part ic ipants.

ln nty own vision, I wauld ask participants to bring half-finished materid or ideas
and provide the environntent (and time & resources) for developing and "testing"

it further.

[The issue at hand in '08=] "learning from and advancing our efforts to produce new curriculum or outreach
activities based on those workshops and to use them in our'teaching and engaging across boundaries."'1
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l. Start with a self-evaluation: In *hut *uy, AiO
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop ajain? whlt have been your majorpersonal obstacles to taking more from this workshoo?

lb .Whathaveyoulearnedaboutmakinganexper im. �
and productive? what would your advice be to prospective workshop particifants about how to get themost from a workshop like this?
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2. General evaluation: How did th. *-krh

il:l*"1,"r0",1ff":n:,:""**:l:1"T.?lp:4h the four dlvs? rio* ao ;;;it"k the workshop courd beimproved? what was special about this workshop (negative& positive)? How dolffid#Tii
�overallreiomrriendationtoprospectiveparticipants?



3' Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus). Comment on how r""ll tfr.
goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions about how these could be
better met:

NewSSC organizes innovat ive,  in teract ion- intensive workshops designed to fac i l i ta te d iscussion,  teaching
innovat ion,  and longer- term col laborat ion among facul ty  and graduate students who teach and wr i te  aboutinteract ions between sc ient i f ic  developments and socia l  change.
Speci f ic  object ives of  NewSSC
1'  To promote the socia l  contextual izat ion of  sc ience in educat ion and other  act iv i t ies beyond the par t ic ipants,
current  d isc ip l inary and academic boundar ies.
2.  To fac i l i ta te par t ic ipants connect ing theoret ica l ,  pedagogical ,  pract ica l ,  pol i t ica l ,  and personal  aspects of  theissue at  hand in construct lve ways.
3.  To t ra in novice and exper ienced scholars in  process /  par t ic ipat ion sk i l ls  va luable in  act iv i ty-centered
teaching,  workshops,  and col laborat ion.
4.  To provide aworkshop model  that  can be repeated,  evolve in  response to evaluat ions,  and adapted bypart ic ipants.
IThe  i ssue  a t  hand  i n  ' 08= ]  " l ea rn ing  f rom and  advanc ing  ou r  e f f o r t s  t o  p roduce  new cu r r i cu lum o r  ou t reach
ac t i v i t i es  based  on  those  workshops  and  to  use  them in  ou r ' t each ing  and  engag ing  ac ross  bounda r i es . " ' l
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art II 1=a synihetic statement
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::::::::i.ii},:.:lY.'"?::::T fTl..'l:ting in this workshop again? wh-at have been your majorpersonal obstacles to taking more from this
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advice be toprospective workshop participants about how to get themost from a workshop like this?

earned ubo

2. General evaluation: How did the worksh"
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kshop evaluation New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 200g
I - The primary goal of here ir to -"!l,oot.r "r p".p. f..
* *ith personal goals? How could you have Ireded_differently if you were participating 

in Jhis workshop again? Wtrat have been your major IIrnal obstacles to taking more from this workshop? 
,
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Workshop evaluation New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 200g
Part I -- The primary goal of here is to make notes as prep. for part II (=a synthetic statement
l.Startwithaself.evaluation:Inwhatwaysdidyouachieveyo*p.' 'on@u*
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop a[ain? Wh; have been your major

obstacles to taking more from this
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lb. What hafe you learned about making an experimental, "intera"tionlinterrile workshop stimulatin[
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshop like this?

lc. What are some things you have you learned aborrt " t.@across boundaries ,i

U^-! rn
)4j* f,a,.tw,-p4"J
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2.Generalevaluation:Howdidtheworkshopmeetornotmeetyourexpectation'z@
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? Fiow do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positivryt Ho* does it compare with
other workshops? What would be your overall r"io-mendation to prgspective participants?
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lWorkshop evaluation
Part I .. The

New England workshop on science and social change 200g
il 1=" rynth.ti. statement
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l .Startwithaself-evaluation:Inwhatwaysdidyouachieveyourpersonulgod@uu"
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop a[ain? Wh-at have been your major

rsonal obstacles to taking more from this wo
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3.Re-readtheworkshopdescriptiorr/goals(below,fromtheprospectus).Co-*ffi
goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions about how these could be
better met:

Newssc organizes innovat ive,  in teract ion- intensive workshops designed to fac i l i ta te d iscussion,  teachinginnovat ion,  and longer- term col laborat ion among facul ty  and'graduate students who teach and wr i te  aboutinteract ions between sc ient i f ic  developments and socia i  chanie.
Speci f ic  object ives of  NewSSC
1'  To promote the socia l  contextual izat ion of  sc ience in educat ion and other  act iv i t ies beyond the par t ic ipants,
current  d isc ip l inary and academic boundar ies.
2 '  To fac i l i ta te par t ic ipants connect ing theoret ica l ,  pedagogical ,  pract ica l ,  pol i t ica l ,  and personal  aspects of  theissue at  hand in construct ive ways.
3 '  To t ra in novice and exper ienced scholars in  process /  par t ic ipat ion sk i l ls  va luable in  act iv i ty-centered
teaching,  workshops,  and col laborat ion.
4 '  To provide a workshop model  that  can be repeated,  evolve in  response to evaluat ions,  and adapted bypart ic ipants.
[The  i ssue  a t  hand  i n ' 08= ]  " l ea rn ing  f rom and  advanc ing  ou r  e f f o r t s  t o  p roduce  new cu r r i cu lum o r  ou t reachac t i v i t i es  based  on  those  workshops  and  to  use  them in  ou r ' t each ing  and  engag ing  ac ross  bounda r i es . , , , l
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Workshop evaluation New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 2008
Part I -- The primary goal of here is to make notes as prep. for Part II 1=u synthetic statement
1. Start with a self-evaluation. In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could you have
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? What have been your major
personal obstacles to taking more from this
My personal goals included getting re-energized about teaching and contributing to the future success of
the NEWSSC workshop. I achieved the first and the second looks promising. If I were participating
again, I would do more homework for a participant generated activity My major personal obstacle was
being able to focus simultaneously on more than just one or two goals.

lb. What have you learned about making an experimental, "interaction-intensive workshop stimulating
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshop like this?
I learned that "front end loading" helps make a workshop more productive, and I would advise other
participants to read through the prep documents and contribute some of their own. Once at the
workshop, stay engaged and in the moment-try not to let yourself get too tired or numb so that you
beein to withdraw.

I c. What are some things you have you learned about " Teaching and engaging across boundaries "

We usually think about boundaries as social/cultural, whether nationalities, race, gender, or discipline
etc. But boundaries also include issue ofego and personal head space that can hold us back from open
engagement with other workshoppers. Listening carefully in the card circle really helps.

2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectations? How did your
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? How do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)? How does it compare with i
other workshops? What would be your overall recommendation to ive participants?

The workshop generally met my expectations very well. My attitude was very open at the beginning and
sort of a blank slate; as the days ticked past, it remained open but was much more goal oriented. The
goal of this workshop was diffuse to begin with, but participants did generally self organize around
some common purposes. This both negative (lacking a coherent initial focus) and positive (demanding
of participants-they need to self organize and create the goal/purpose). I don't attend many workshops,
as a workshopee but have been part of the staff/faculty on several. In my other workshop experiences,
it's up to the stafflfaculty to structure a goal and provide the tools/information for participants to achieve
that goal. I would like to try to create more self organization/student-centered learning in other types of
workshops that I'm involved with. This might be hard, since our audience (mostly K-12 teachers) seem
to demand/expect the content & structure to meet accreditation or certification etc demands. Also, the
funding agencies usually emphasize content learning. Maybe this will change.



3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus). Comment on how well the
goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions about how these could be
better met.

NewSSC organizes innovat ive,  in teract ion- intensive workshops designed to fac i l i ta te d iscussion,  teaching
innovat ion,  and longer- term col laborat ion among facul ty  and graduate students who teach and wr i te  about
interactions between scientif ic developments and social change.
Specific objectives of NewSSC
1. To promote the socia l  contextual izat ion of  sc ience in educat ion and other  act iv l t ies beyond the par t ic ipants '
current  d isc ip l inary and academic boundar ies.
2.  To fac i l i ta te par t ic ipants connect ing theoret ica l ,  pedagogical ,  pract ica l ,  pol i t ica l ,  and personal  aspects of  the
issue at  hand in construct ive ways.
3.  To t ra in novice and exper ienced scholars in  process /  par t ic ipat ion sk i l ls  va luable in  act iv i ty-centered
teaching,  workshops,  and col laborat ion.
4.  To provide a workshop model  that  can be repeated,  evolve in  response to evaluat ions,  and adapted by
part ic ipants.

[The  i ssue  a t  hand  i n ' 08= ]  " l ea rn ing  f rom and  advanc ing  ou r  e f f o r t s  t o  p roduce  new cu r r i cu lum o r  ou t reach
ac t i v i t i es  based  on  those  workshops  and  to  use  them in  ou r ' t each ing  and  engag ing  ac ross  bounda r i es . " ' l

Wel l ,  gee,  the genera l  s ta tement  rea l ly  na i ls  i t .  Though to  be honest ,  the sc ient i f ic
changes-soc ia l  change could be bet ter  focused.  We might  even th ink re f lex ive ly
abou t  the  ex tens ive  emphas is  on  commun ica t ion  techno log ies  i n  th i s  workshop  and
the  l i nked  soc ia l  changes .

L.  Very h igh marks
scho la rs .
2 .  A l so  good .  More
3.  Very good.
4.  We hope so.

on express ing  and meet ing  th is  ob jec t ive .  Cood d iverse

p r e p  w o r k  w o u l d  h e l p .
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13 Workshop evaluation     New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 2008 
Part I -- The primary goal of here is to make notes as prep. for Part II (=a synthetic 
statement).  
1. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could 
you have proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again?  What have 
been your major personal obstacles to taking more from this workshop? 
 
My goals were fairly vague.  I supposed that I would discover some novel and helpful teaching 
methodologies, and indeed I did get some interesting ideas.  Other than that I’m not sure how to 
calibrate my personal success.  In terms of personal obstacles, coming down ill in the midst of 
things didn’t help much!  For that I’m eternally sorry....   
 
In terms of getting more from the workshop, I think a change in expectations is probably most 
important.  I had imagined that we would discuss, analyze, and perhaps work through materials 
generated in previous workshops, and I came having read most of them and expecting to work on 
them with other participants in a more detached, analytic way.  Instead I felt like the other 
participants (and myself, not the materials per se) were the focus of the workshop.  This is 
certainly not a bad thing!  But it means that from the outset you need to think more about what 
kinds of things you’ll take away from interactions with others rather than engagement with 
materials per se.  I’m not sure if that makes sense. 
 
 
1b. What have you learned about making an experimental, “interaction-intensive workshop 
stimulating and productive?  What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants 
about how to get the most from a workshop like this? 
 
I’m not sure whether it helps to have goals (or to not have goals) when thinking about 
participating. If anything, it may help to set aside goals in advance since the agenda is so fluid 
once you arrive.  Again, i would focus on leveraging other people less than engaging with 
existing materials.  I wonder if there is any way to do this other than simply posting and reading 
bios?  Some of the bios were not entirely revealing.  Maybe there is some way to elicit more 
specific information from people in advance? 
 
 
1c. What are some things you have you learned about " Teaching and engaging across 
boundaries " 
 
I’m not sure if I saw the “boundaries” crop up too often in the workshop.  This could reflect the 
fact that, despite the different intellectual interests and agendas of the participants, we actually 
weren’t that diverse of a group: we were all (more or less uniformly white and middle-aged) 
academics interested in critical pedagogy.  Moreover, the “crossing boundaries” theme was not 
really explicitly discussed in the course of the workshop, even though it was present in of some 
of the exercises (e.g., theatre of the oppressed, etc.)   
 
 



2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectations?  How did 
your attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days?  How do you think the 
workshop could be improved?   What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)?  
How does it compare with other workshops?  What would be your overall recommendation to 
prospective participants? 
 
This workshop may be confusing for beginners.  Its unstructured nature makes it very different 
from other workshops I’ve been part of, quite unfamiliar.  While I get the sense that there are in 
fact rules, structures, and priorities underneath what is happening they aren’t really articulated 
anywhere – they may be more apparent to people who have been to previous workshops.  I think 
I’ve begun to have a sense of the workshop’s idiom, albeit a very naive one.  
 
 
3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).  Comment on how well 
the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions about how these 
could be better met: 
 

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facilitate discussion, 
teaching innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty and graduate students who teach and 
write about interactions between scientific developments and social change. 
Specific objectives of NewSSC 
1. To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the 
participants' current disciplinary and academic boundaries.  
2. To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects 
of the issue at hand in constructive ways. 
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered 
teaching, workshops, and collaboration. 
4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted 
by participants. 
[The issue at hand in ‘08=} “learning from and advancing our efforts to produce new curriculum or 
outreach activities based on those workshops and to use them in our 'teaching and engaging across 
boundaries.'"] 
 
 

 
I like these goals.  One thing that I might say is that they are exceptionally broad, and I still don’t 
think I quite understand the specific issue that we were tasked with for this workshop.  
 
 




